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Meanwhile the consultant is saying:
A journey of change is a journey, a going from one place to

another, a going that often involves having a plan, a plan that is a
way to manage change. Sometimes the change you manage is: you
follow social media weather reports from central Ohio when you
have never been to central Ohio and then you forget because don't
see them but then you see them again and think they're a parody
and while you think they're a parody you find them quite funny but
they disappear---some time later you see them yet again and realize
they're actual weather reports and not particularly funny, and still
you have never been to central Ohio.

Recent experience has shown that change can change in ways
that really challenge your change management plans. For example a
comet hits the earth and everything is on fire is the kind of changed
change that can really disrupt your change management and change
your journey of change into a running away.

But the changed change that blows up your change management
need not involve global conflagration. That is merely an example of a
change that changes change, one that surpasses the change you
were expecting and abruptly replaces it with the change that you
are confronting. Efforts to adjust to changes that change change
puts pressure on your approach to approaching change
management.

Our thought leadership suggests that remaining optimally
optimized to deal with our crazy modern world of changing change
may require a rethink of your approach to approaching

Now you may be thinking: Mr. McKinsey, change management
literature tells me that effecting change to one's approach to
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approaching is very hard because one's approach to approaching is
rooted in habit and regularities...

Our studies have shown that the unexpected appearance of large
quantities of lava often changes the approach to change
management that gives structure to a journey of change and can
change a journey of change into a running away. That is why we
recommend people set up an office of change managment (OCM)
and hire professionals to manage their approach to approaching a
world of continuously changing change. Today's thought leaders
have to be nimble in the face of changing change. And, let's face it,
nimble takes staff.

Consider the case of an insurance company in Holland that was
not confronting the arrival of a comet or the sudden appearance of a
significant quantity of lava but instead wanted to anticipate
changing change in order to further optimize their already optimally
optimized optimizations. To manage this complex yet vague problem,
the company turned to a specialist in changing change and asked
him to to map out how the company could approach approaching
their management of change in an environment where change is
always changing---even though their optimzations were already
optimally optimal.

When all of whatever it was was said and done, the fact that the
specialist in changing change relied on himself to manage changing
change meant that, when whatever it was was said and done, the
company thought that everything was exactly as it had been before.

He was the same so they thought nothing had happened.
He was the same so they could not see the many changes he

initiated to adapt to changing change.
He was the same because he failed to understand the extent to

which changing change had changed his role.
He was the same because he did not yet see that changing change

meant that his role was now optimally optimized when it was limited
to telling other people what to do and collecting enormous fees.

He had to become a thought leader.
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Our modern world is one of continuously changing change:
plagues of locusts, showers of frogs, a swimming pool filled with
petroleum.

In the face of that thought leadership must remain nimble.
And, let's face it, nimble takes staff.
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